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HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT OF
THE HOSPITAL SYSTEM IN GERMANY

Prof. Dr. HANS SCHADEWALDP'

ABSTRACT

Hospitals in its true meaning did not exist in ancient civilization or in Middle Ages.
The thought of caring the old and weak started with the advent of Christianity. The
Biblical stories generated interest in providing asylum for the sick. In the Middle ages
the monasteries remained the only repositories of medicai tradition in Europe. The monks
cultivated medicinal herbs and the cellarer prepared medicaments. Typical for Germany
and still existant is the famous hospital in Bernkastel-Kues on the Moselle river, foun-
ded by Nicholas of Cusa in 1447. The knights returning to Europe from crusades
introduced hospital system. The hospital at Goslar founded in 1254 is a half-timbered
construction which is common in Southern Germany in contrast to brick construction
prevalent in Northern Germany. During the period of secularisation many monasteries
turned into barracks or mental asylums. One of the largest hospitals of the 16th and
17th centuries is the Julius Spital in Wlirzburg, which was restored after the war and
still stands today.

With the advent of Englightenment hospitals were built for teaching military doctors
and medical students. There were special hospitals for infectious cases particularly on
islands called lazarettos-Plague houses were built and leprosy committees were for-
med. Mental patients were lodged in prisons along with criminals, but later were
treated as sick people. The numerous foundling hospitals were social institutions rather
than medical. In 19th C. in Germany the dissolution of the monasteries left a certain
vacuum as far as hospital service was concerned. In 1830 Theodor Fliedner founded
a society for helping young girls released from prison or ill and this society in a short
time became world famous movement of Protestant Nurses. Along with denominational
hospitals, municipal hospitals were also established in 19th C. Lastly the development
of hospitals in 19th & 20th Century is described briefly.

One of the best known German
dictionaries defines a hospital as "a
single building or a group of build-
ings in which the sick and the injured
are accommodated and given medi-
cal treatment", If we accept this

definition. we must agree that in
general neither in the high civiliza-
tion of the ancient Egyptians nor in
the medical practice of the Babylo-
nians and Assyrians nor in the time
of the Greeks and the Romans nor in
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the Middle Ages did such special
institutions exist. For although
undoubtedly it was with the advent
of Christianity that thought was first
given to the task of accommodating
and caring for the old and the weak
in special homes dedicated to this
purpose, it is also clear that in these
early hospitals very little attention
was given to curing bodily ailments.
Social concern was directed prima-
rily towards taking in pilgrims or those
who had suddenly fallen ill and
above all accommodating the elderly
in a "xenodochiurn." or guest home,
where they were fed and cared for
and given spiritual comfort.

Whereas in the ancient Greek
world such charitable institutions
were completely unknown, so that a
person fall ing ill away from home
could only hope to receive help from
his host or a stranger, and an ill
person at home had to remain there
and be visited by a doctor (who
only very seldom took a patient into
his own home), there were in the
Roman Empire a number of places of
medical treatment. called "valetudi-
nariurn" (derived from valetudo =

health), which could take care at least
of some patients. In ancient Greece
the doctor, the philosophic physician,
was highly esteemed by all strata of
the population whereas in ancient
Rome he fell rapidly in popular esteem.
However, the Roman rnilitarv admini-
stration placed great value on hav-
ing soldiers treated by military
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doctors, whos e work at a casualty
clearing station is depicted on
Tre jen:s Column in Rome. In Roman
times military hospitals were to be
found only in the provinces where
soldiers were stationed to keep the
hostile population in check. In the
homeland such hospitals were
unknown, since the returning ill or
injured soldiers were cared for pri-
vately. A number of such military
hospitals were built by the Romans
in German-speaking areas, most of
them in the arc! itectural style of a
Roman house with its central hall. or
atrium. A good example is the
Valetudinarium near Carnuntum,
today the Petromel in Lower Austria.
At Neuss am Rhein in the vicinity of
my home town Dusseldorf the ruins
of a very impressive valetudinarium,
constructed around 50 AD, have
been uncovered. Here we have the
typical layout of service and treat-
ment rooms, living quarters for hos-
pital personnel, and hospital rooms.
Some of the hospital rooms in a
valetudinarium were small accommo-
dating one to four persons, others
were large wards. These hospitals
were usually located near the Roman
frontier walls, or limes; they were
always inside fortress grounds close
to one of the main gates of the
fortress.

The Greeks and the Romans
were without pity for the sick, but
with the advent of Christianity, with
its leaning towards misericordia and
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caritas, compassion and brotherly
concern. this general attitude towards
the sick gradually changed. The
tales of healing contained in the
Bible have been depicted on the walls
of many German churches in the
form of picture bibles. Examples
are the healing of a person afflicted
with dropsy (depicted in a chruch on
Reichenau Island, Lake Constance),
the f arnous story of the man that
was palsied. who was let down
through the roof and healed by the
word of Christ, and of course the
parable of the good Samaritan, who
came upon a stranger lying on the
wayside who had been seriously
injured by robbers, brought him to
the nearest inn, and cared for him
until he recovered. These and other
biblical stories gradually generated
interest in _providing asylums for the
sick and injured. Around 330 AD
Basilios of Caesarea in Asia Minor
(Saint Basil the Great) established a
number of charitable institutions for
pilgrims passing through, and undou-
btedlv the gradual appearance of
hospitals stemmed from this first
initiative. The monastic orders pla-
ced great value on maintaining spe-
cial rooms in their monasteries to
treat their sick. A famous layout
plan for a monastery in Senkt Gallen
in Switzerland. dating back to 820
AD, apparently never executed, shows
an "infirmarium" with an adjoining
Chapel. a room for the doctor, a
pharmacy, a small cabin for bloodlet-
ting and purgation, and even a small
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garden with indication as to where
each of the various healing herbs could
be planted. Also included in the
plan was a small pilgrim's house out-
side the enclosure where sick or
infirm travellers passing through
could be taken in and cared for.

After the great population move-
ments in Europe in the Middle Ages
the monasteries remained the only
repositories of medical tradition.
The monks, who of course were flu-
ent in Latin, collected and copied old
codices and also raised in their
gardens herbs known since ancient
times to have a healing effect.
The cellarer (cellarius), in charge of
provisions and wines in the monast-
ery, took over the task as "apothe-
carius" of preparing medicaments
with the help of wine and distilled
alcohol and disbursing them over the
counter to sick monks, sick persons
living in the vicinity of the monastery
and travellers passing through. The
Order of Saint Benedict, with its
famous monastery at Monte cassino
Italy, constructed in 529 AD, was
exemplary in its care of the sick.
Benedictine rule, a system of monas-
tery requlations, which nearly all
later monastic orders took over,
expressly stipulated that the monks
should care fOT the sick as though
Christ had entrusted them to their
care. One of the seven works of
charity so highly honoured in Christia-
nity was the care of the sick, and so
there gradually developed above all
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the monasteries, in addition to the
facilities for the care of sick monks,
special hospitals serving laymen and
pilgrims.

The words' 'hospital", "Mtel," in
French, is derived from the Latin word
"hospes" meaning guest. The interiors
of these early hospitals have been
depicted in many art 1II.0rksof those
times. These hospitals were of cou-
rse often overfilled so that not sel-
dom there was more than one patient
to a bed. The patient slept naked,
nightshirts not yet being known, and
infection was rampant. The first
actual hospitals built specifically to
accommodate the sick in large num-
bers retained the monastery layout.
Monks and nuns served as nurses.
Typical for Germany and still existent
is the famous hospital in Bernk este t-
Kue s on the Moselle river, founded by
Nicholas of Cusa in 1447. Most of
these hospitals were only one or two
storeys in height. They had one or
more large sick wards which could
accommodate a large number of pati-
ents. Each ward had an altar at
which mass was said every day, the
monks and nuns being concerned
more for the souls of their patients
than their physical well-being, Medi-
cal treatment left much to be desired.
Also important were the hospital
churches, which often formed the
central point of the hospital complex.

With the advent of the orders of
knighthood the knights also began to
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care for the sick, and to this day the
Catholic Order of the Knights of
Malta and the Protestant Prussian
Order of Sain t John of Jerusalem are
still tending the sick. The knights
took in even the poorest of the poor
in their hospitals, and the hospital of
the Knights of Malta at Valetta on
Malta was renuwned throughout the
Occident.

We must not forget that at ths
same time as hospitals were being
founded throughout Europe to care
for the sick, the Islamic Orient alre-
ady had excellently run hospitals,
many of them specialized. Under the
influence of Islam, a faith which also
called for charity towards others,
genuine medical centres with special
departments for Women's diseases,
eye diseases, and mental diseases
sprung up, The Arab hospital in
Cees eree, founded about 1205 AD,
and the Muristan in Cairo, founded
in 1285, are, along with many other
hospitals of that time, still living
testimony. The importance which
the Islamic world placed on the
art of healing is impressivelyexpres-
sed in the famous advice of Islamic
men of learning according to which
one should never live in a country
where four things failed, namely, a
just government, effective medica-
ments, running water, and a skilled
doctor, I would like to quote here
words spoken by AI Mansur at the
inauguration of the Cairo hospital in
1283, as recorded by a chronicler:
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"As the building was completed,
AI' Mansur had a goblet of wine
brought to him from the hospital,
drank therefrom, and spoke:
'This I have built for my equals
and for those who are less than
I. I have dedicated it to the
ruler and the servent, the soldier
and the nobleman, the great and
the small, the freeman and the
slave. men and women. I select
the medicaments, the doctors,
and all else. Whoever is ill and
in need of medical care shall
have male or female nurses in
attendance and receive treat-
ment. I shall determine what
mane ys these nurses shall receive
for their service. Each class of
patients shall have a specie I
place. I designate four halls of
the hospital for those who suffer
with fever, one inner court for
those who suffer from an eye
disease, one for the wounded,
one for those suffering from
dysentry, and one for women.
Running water is supplied at all
these places. There shall be
one special room for the prepa-
ration of food, one for medica-
ments, and one for mixing bal-
sam, salves for the eyes, and the
like .:'

There is no doubt that the knig-
hts returning to Europe from the cru-
sades introduced these interesting
and unique hospital models in their
homelands and thus decidedly in-
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fluenced the development of hospital
care. Many of the hospitals in Germany
bore the name "Heilig-Geist-Spital,"
or Hospital of the Holy Ghost. Even
today there are many hospitals in
Germany bearing this name. The
most famous is the He tli q-Geist-
Spital in Lubeck, now used as a
home for the aged. It was built in
1287. The three naves housed large
hospital wards, divided today into
small alcoves. Services were held in
the vestibule, where the pulpit is still
to be seen. This Hospital of the Holy
Ghost was founded not by monks but
by the free imperial and Hansa town
of Lubeck, which enjoyed practically
autonomous administration. A Hansa
town usually located its hospital near
the town wall. Through an outside
gate in the wall persons in the vicinity
suffering from an infectious disease
could be brought directly into the
hospital, thus avoiding the spread of
contagion in the town.

Whereas in northern Germany
brick construction was preferr ad, in
southern Germany half-timber con-
struction enjoyed great popularity.
Many hospitals still in existence, such
as the one in Gosler founded in
1254, that in Schwebiscb- Gmtind of
the same period, and that in
Rothenburq obder Tauber are half-
timbered. The general hospital of
Pederborn, on the other hand, was
not newly constructed but rather
housed in existing monastery facili-
ties located in the centre of the town.
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The old university town of Tubinqen
is the site of the famous "Bursa" or
residence hall for the students, which
in 1802 was turned into an university
hospital, the first of its kind. Later
on it was used as a dental clinic.

Following the confiscation of the
landed property of the church and the
expulsion of the monks from the
monasteries during the period of
secularization, many monasteries
were turned into barracks or mental
asylums. A number of psychiatric
hospitals are still located informer
monasteries. The outstanding exa-'
mples are the hospital in Zwiefalten
and that in Weissenau in southern
Germany and the hospital in Siegburg
in western Germany.

We have seen that in the first
period hospital construction was un-
dertaken by the orders of knighthood
and the monasteries; the hospitals,
like the monasteries, had inner court-
yards and cloisters, a chruch, and
huge wards in church-like naves with
an alter in each ward for the patients.
In the second period hospital const-
ruction was undertaken by the emerg-
ing towns. The town administration
undertook to build smaller hospitals
near the town wall or on the bank of
ar iver flowing through the town, as in
Ni.irnberg. These hospitals no longer
had a church; for religious purposes
a small chapel was sufficient.

With the advent of absolutism
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the German sovereigns began to turn
their attention to Hospitals, building
enormous health care facilities exem-
plary for that time which were inten-
ded, like their castles, to bring undy-
ing fame to them.

One of the largest hospitals of
the 16th and 17th centuries is the
Julius Spital in Wiirzburg, which was
restored after the war and still stands
today. Nobody interested in the his-
tory of hospitals should fail to visit
this particular example, which offers
an excellent opportunity to study a
hospital from the absolutist period.
At one time these hospitals were
modelled on either the great baroque
castles or the barracks of the sover-
eigns. As a rule the hospital consi-
sted of colossal two or three-storey
building with large inner courtyards,
sometimes beautifully laid out as
gardens. The Julius Spital in Wi.irz-
burg also included a pharmacy of
great artistic beauty, which is still in
existence, and an anatomy building in
the second inner courtyard, which to-
day houses the Institute for the
History of Medicine. The building of
the Spital began in 1576, since when
it has been converted and extended
several times. To secure an income
for it, Prince Bishop Julius Echter von
Mespelbrunn provided it with the best
vineyards in the region, a practice ty-
pical for many of the hospitals in Ger-
many and France. Thus not only did
the patients receive a daily ration of
wine but the profits from the excell-
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ent wine covered most of the costs of
the hospital. Even today both the
old spirals in Wnrzburq, the Julius
Spital and the BUrger Spital, which is
reserved mainly for old people, main-
tain wine taverns which sell nothing
but their own wine, the famous
Bocksbeutel. The hospital admini-
strations could not rely on permanent
grants from the town councilor the
ruling sovereign and were therefore
given over large estates, sometimes
also forests, to administer. Thus
they needed highly experienced admi-
nistrators who could make a profit
for their hospital from the land entrus-
ted to them. It should be rememb-
ered that at one time in Germany pa-
tients were not required to pay for
hospita I treatmet, aIthoug h there
were a large number of people who
donated beds or benefices for the
hospitals, often in their wills.

The present class system in hos-
pitals, introduced in Germany tow-
ards the end of the 19th century. in
some parts not until after World War
I, was unknown. Well-to-do pati-
ents preferred to be treated at home
by doctors they trusted and by hired
nurses. Hospitals were shunned
because of the risk of infection, the
mortality rate being far higher there.
Thus at that time hospitals were really
refuges for the poor and lonely. Only
this fear of the sometimes fatal infe-
ctions caught in hospitals explains
why such a notable German surgeon
as Theodor Biltroth, known through-
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out the world as the founder of
German surgery, warned as late as
1865 against admittance to hospital
in the following words:

"A hospital should be chosen
only as a last resort. Even a se-
parate room in a hospital is not
as good as a room in a private
house of one's choice. Who-
ever must deviate from this prin-
ciple for whatever reasons is in a
bad situation."

While in the period of absolutism
in the Catholic South of Germany the
hospita Is were castle-like edifices
designed to satisfy the lust for glory
and splendour of the sovereigns, their
founders, the new institutions in
the Protestant North tended to rese-
mble barracks. A typical example is
the Berlin Cherite , which is today
situated in the eastern sector of the
divided city near the demarcation line.
As indicated by the French name
"charite," the idea of building this
hospital complex, which later became
the University Clinic, originated from
France. Intended primarily for ill and
wounded soldiers, it also accepted
the poor and in a separate department
treated prostitutes suffering from
sexual diseases. Right from the
beginning it was intended to extend
the building as a teaching hospital
for military surgeons, as can be seen
from numerous prints of the time.

With the advent of the Enlighten-
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ment hospitals were built no longer
for the glorification of their sovereign
patrons but rather for the teaching of
military doctors and later medical stu-
dents. The most shining examples are
two Viennese clinics. The first is the
General Hospital which was establi-
shed in 1784 at the instigation of the
Court Physician Vanswieten and is
still in operation today. The novelty
of this hospital was an administration
wing situated within the first inner
courtyard and a "Narrenturm" (mad-
house) outside the grounds. The
second example was the '<Joseph]-
num:', an academic teaching estab-
lishment for military doctors, founded
in 1785 in the reign of the Austrian
Emperor Joseph II, one of the most
outstanding monarchs of the Enligh-
tenment. Today it houses the richly
endowed Institute for the History of
Medicine of the University of Vienna.

Besides these qensral hospitals
in which, with the exception of the
academic hospitals, medical care
lagged far behind nursing care, there
were also special establishments for
the isolation of infectious cases and
also for patients who were then con-
sidered to be a public danger. Every-
body has heard of the plagues which
swept through the whole of Europe in
the Middle Ages and at the beginning
of the Renaissance. There are innu-
merable pictures illustrating the tech-
nique of incizing boils. This poster
shows the quarantine measures app-
lied to isolate a house where the
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disease had struck. But the need to
build special establishments, so-called
"plague-houses", outside the towns
soon became apparent. These tended
to be very turbulent on account of
the high mortality of this acutely infe-
ctious disease. If possible these
houses were sited on islands, making
it easier to carry out the isolation
measures. The numerous quarantine
hospitals in Mediterranean ports,
which were normally termed" laz are-
ttos' (whereas north of the Alps the
term "Lazsre tt" denoted a military
hospital). are not found in Germany,
because the German ports had no
direct trade with the Mediterranean
Levant coast, the goods generally
being transhipped in Portuguese or
Flemish ports and transported to the
German ports in German ships. With
the exception of the plague hospitals
mostly on the islands, it was not
until the outbreak of cholera in
Germany in the 19th century that
special quarantine establishments
were built to combat this disease.

After the plague a second epide-
mic, teprosv , came from the East and
continued claiming victims until the
18th century. It caused the autho-
rities in the affected towns to form
leprosy committees composed of
medical officers whose job it was to
make final diagnosis of the disease.
For the patient this meant immediate
expulsion from his community and
admittance into a special "lepro-
sarium" or leper house normally out-
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side the town. The lepers were allowed
only on certain days to return to the
town or town gates to beg and were
obliged to wear special clothes and
carry a rattle or horn to distinguish
them. They were not allowed to go
to church and could receive confe-
ssion and absolution from a priest
only in the open. The priest used to
listen to the confession from a
suitable distance, holding a handker-
chief soaked in disinfectant in front of
his mouth. Most of the leprosariums
were situated by the side of main
arterial roads because the lepers,
rejected by society, were often forced
to beg for their living. In South
Germany they were often called "Gut-
Leut-Heuser" (good people houses),
this positive term being chosen in an
attempt to counteract the curse infli-
cted on the house by the supposedly
bad and dangerous lepers. The Gut-
Leut-Haus in the old South German
university town of Tubincen, used
today as an old people's home.

Particular problems were presented
by the mental patients, who for cen-
turies it was believed were possessed
by the devil. Priests therefore attached
great importance to trying to exercise
the devil, deranging the patient's
mind. If this failed, the raving luna-
tics were suspected of malevolence
and locked up with criminals in prison.
Typical for this type of thinking is a
board in the present prison in Celie
which states that the prison admits
criminals and lunatics, both groups
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being mentioned in the same breath.
The gable of the mental asylum in
He rt oqe nbosch in the Netherlands is
also a clear illustration of what used
to happen in these institutions. On
Sundays visitors were able to pav to
gape at the mental patients, generally
chained up, in their bare cells. Even
as late as 1835 tho famous German
painter Kaulbach depicts a scene from
a mental asylum in Dusseldorf, which
illustrates how the orderly shows no
concern at all for the mental patients
but passively contempl ates a" the
uproar, with his bunch of keys in
hand.

It was not until the French
Revolution, with its attempts to esta-
blish proper treatment for the mentally
sick, and the freeing of mental patients
from their chains by the French
psychiatrist Pinel, that new impulses
were felt in the field of psychiatric
care. From now on the insane were
regarded as sick people, although the
strange shock therapy-shower baths,
shock immersion in water. swinging,
and swivel chairs-which was reco-
mmended at the time as the best cure
seems incomprehensible to us today
and doubtlessly had a drastic effect
on the patients. Gradually these
treatments were refined into the "no
restraint" movement of the English
psychiatrists, who used a kind of
work therapy, occupying the patients
with gardening or farm work. This
method produced very good results
and helped to considerably reduce
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the number of mental patients. In
Germany, however, even the quite
appreciable number of new psychiatric
institutions founded in the 19th cen-
tury were situated outside towns in
attractive but isolated areas. It was
thought that the scenery would have
a beneficial influence on the patients
and that at the same time they could
be used for farm work. But up to the
end of World War II German psychia-
tric hospitals were pervaded with a
barrack-room atmosphere.

Not until the advent of modern
psychopharmacology and psychoana-
lytical methods was it possible to
introduce a more medical and indivi-
dual type of therapy. It is the aim of
German hospital medicine to reincor-
porate psychiatry as a department in
general hospitals in order to make
clear to the public that the mentally
disturbed are sick people in the same
way as are ear, eye, and surgical
patients and to abolish once and for
all the distrust on the part of the
general public vis-a-vis the mentally
sick and the psychiatric hospitals.

The numerous foundling hospi-
tals all over Europe and also in
Germany, particularly in the Catholic
regions, can be regarded as social
institutions rather than real hospitals.
They did, however give rise to the fou-
ndation of special children's clinics.
The illigitimate foundlings were nor-
mally deposited by their mothers in a
church or on the steps of a chapel and
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then taken into the custody by the
authorities. Despite careful nursing,
the mortality rate in these institutions
was extraordinarily high because the
children did not receive the mother's
milk they needed and hospitalism also
took its toll. It soon became apparent
that considerably more success was
achieved when the children enjoyed
fresh air instead of being crammed
together in an enclosed space all day.
But of course there was not sufficient
staff to allow for anything like indi-
vidual child care.

In the 19th century the German
Reformation gave rise to another
movement in Germany. While sick
care in the Catholic regions remained
in the hands of monastic orders and
nunneries the idea of hospitals and
foundling homes was still alive, the
dissolution of monastries in the
Protesta nt area in northern Germany
left a certain vacuum as far as the
hospital service was concerned.
Although the Protestant towns made
attempts to establish hospitals, there
were not sufficient nurses available.
The nuns who devoted their lives to
their faith could not be replaced by
paid nurses who, coming largely from
the lowest and most primitive classes,
left much to be desired. There were
increasing complaints about alcoho-
lism, thieving, indifference, and neg-
lect of patients.

To remedy the situation a move-
ment of Protestant nurses was initi-
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ated in a small town called Kaisers-
werth near Dusseldorf. In 1830 the
Protestant person of the small parish,
Theodor Fliedner, founded a society
with the intent of helping young
girls who were released from prison
or who were ill. Within a short time
the world-famous movement of pro-
testant nurses developed out of this
initiative. Through the Catholic con-
cept of the motherhouse, the intro-
duction of nurse's uniforms, and un-
ambiguous contracts concluded with
the hospital administrations contain-
ing the duties and rights of the staff,
intelligent nurses trained in the name
of Christ were soon working not only
in Germany but all over the world
wherever there were Protestant hos-
pitals. In his efforts Theodor Fliedner
was extensively supported by his wife
Friederike. The motherhouse and the
first hospital of this movement still
exist today in Kaiserswerth and one of
the most famous Protestant hospitals
where these nurses worked, namely.
"Bethenien" in Berlin, which had to
be closed down a few years ago but
which is still preserved as a historical
monument. One of the first hospi-
tals abroad where German Protest-
ant nurses worked was located in
Jerusalem.

Prior to this movement efforts
had been made to inspire men and
women to become qualified nurses.
The physician Franz Anton May from
Mannheim familiarized a wide public
every Sunday with new medical kno-
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wledge; he also published a manual
on nursing. The famous Berlin sur-
geon Dieffenbach founded a school
for the training of nurses and also
wrote a nursing textbook. These
early efforts were not, however, par-
ticulary fruitful as they lacked a wide
organizational basis.

Apart from the movement of the
Protestant nurses, the founding of the
Red Cross in 1863 marked an im-
portant turning point. Soon there-
after there were nurses and other per-
sonnel working for the Red Cross
all over Germany. Following the
signing of the 1864 Geneva Conve-
ntion male and female nurses of the
Red cross excelled themselves during
subsequent wars in helping injured
soldiers of both sides. There were
hospital ships flying the flag of the
Red Cross which were transporting
French prisoners-of-war to Dussel-
dorf after the end of the Franco-Ger-
man War. In more recent wars Red
cross nurses worked in numerous Red
Cross and military hospitals all over
the world.

Also typical of Germany was the
foundation of a professionalorgani-
zation of free nurses by Agnes Kerl!
a free nurse herself. Free nurses.
who are in the majority today, are
not bound to a certain motherhouse
or organization.

Although the development in the
19th century promoted the establish-
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ment of denominational hospitals,
there were also-as competitors, so
to speak-newly established munici-
pal hospitals' usually cal ied general
hospitals following the Austrian ex-
ample because they usually admitted
all patients regardless of the type of
disease. In some cases, however,
patients having infectious diseases
were not accepted because of tile
risk of infection. The architecture of
the hospital buildings was relatively
simple and took greater account of
practical requirements; it either imi-
tated the classical style or took up
neo-Gothic elements. The Spital
founded in Bamberg in 7780, was
also used as academic hospital in
those times. As early as 1751 a special
so-called "eccouctiirheus" (accou-
cheur e obste trician) was established
in the university town of Gottingen,
which is still admired today for its
architecture. The Katharinen Hospital
bui It in Stuttgart from 1820 to 1828-
the original building no longer exists
-represented the new style. It had
two wings and a main entrance pro-
vided with a tympanum in the centre
and is a good example of the expedi-
ent architecture of the 19th century.
The Pete r-Frie drich-Ludwiqs- Hospi-
tal in Oldenburg in the Grand Duchy
of Oldenburg was built from 1838 to
1851; its architecture may be consi-
dered neoclassical as it has a portico
with Greek Columns. This hospital
is still in use today.

In Sigmaringen, a small town in
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southern Germany, a hospital (Furst
-Karl-Landcssoita I) was built bet-
ween 1843 and 1847, and in Bremen
a municipal hospital was established
in 1847-1850. The General Hospi-
tal in Hamburg (Germany's largest
port), which was built between
1820 and 1823, has considerably
larger dimensions than the other
examples. The military hospital in
Hanover proves that the army admi-
nistrations were using the same
architectural style.

Besides the municipal hospitals,
the denominational hospitals were of
great significance in many cities. It
was certainly understandable that
with the emancipation of the Jewish
population in the 19th century spec-
ial Jewish hospitals were founded
which provided their patients with
kosher food and offered treatment
by Jewish physicians. The Jewish
hospitals in Berlin and the Israelite
Hospital in Hamburg, which was
rebuilt after World War II, were
particularly famous.

Large numbers of Christian hos-
pitals were also established. For
example, Catholic and Protestant
hospitals were opened in Dusseldorf
around 1869-1870. As the town was
divided as far as denominations were
concerned and the municipal admi-
nistration could not come to an agree-
ment as to which order, a Catholic or
Protestant one, was to take over the
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nursing tasks at the envisaged muni-
cipal hospital. it was decided to place
the funds at the disposal of both
reliqious communities so that each
one could build a hospital and emp-
loy the nursing staff of its choice.
The Catholics built the Marien Hospi-
tal, the Protestant the Evangilica/
Hospital. Both, however, agreed in
their statutes to accept patients of all
denominations; only the nurses and
the majority of doctors were to be-
long to the religion in question.

These hospitals with their huge
compact buildings became obsolete
after the effects of the American
Civil War had made it clear that the
mortality rate was much lowr r in
small barrack-type facilities than in
large inter-connected houses with
huge rooms where often 30 and more
patients were accommodated and
where hospitalism was widespread.
The experiences gained during the Civil
War in America, where blockhouses
built on the spot were often used as
hospitals, were put to practical use in
Germany. In the Franco-German War
so-called barrack hospitals were first
built. Thanks to this new architec-
ture, the risks of wound infections
due to suppurants, tetanus or gas
gagrene were considerably reduced;
the barrack system was applied in the
second part of the 19th century and
then further deveioped into the pavi-
lion system; the individual depart-
ments are in separate buildings loca-
ted in park like surroundings and
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sometimes inter connected subterra-
nean passages. Typical examples in
Berlin are the hospital near Friedrich-
shain and the Rudolf Virchow hospi-
ta I in Dusseldorf. These hospitals
were built during the time when as a
consequence of the introduction of
antisepsis and asepsis new conditions
were created, whereby a considerable
decline in hospitalism was achieved.
In addition, new disciplines with cor-
responding apparatuses entered the
hospitals; operating theatres were
installed and new departments for
ear, nose, throat, and eye diseases
were created.

This development was sparked off
by specialized private clinics operated
by eminent scientists: one example
was the eye clinic in Berlin run by
Albrecht von Graefe, the most signi-
ficant German opthalmologist. During
the last decades of the 19th centu ry
the German hospitals gradually
changed completely. The large wards
were replaced by well organized
units which in the present-day
hospitals consist of three-bed, two-
bed or even one-bed rooms, and
aseptic and septic operating theatres
were installed. As the hospitals wish-
ed to employ the most eminent spe-
cialists, it was necessary to offer
them the possibility of treating their
private patients in the hospitals and
of accommodating them in private
rooms or private wards, This led to
the class system, which was unknown
in the early hospitals. Efforts are
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now being undertaken to abolish the
class system and to offer all patients
the same optimal treatment. Formerly
the first and second class patients
contributed considerably towards the
costs of the third class patients, and
we were therefore suddenly confron-
ted with financial problems because
we had to charge day rates which
were much criticized by the general
public. This dilemma of increased
hospital costs can be illustrated by
the following facts: In 1898 a third
class patient paid between DM 1.60
and DM 3.00 per day whereas today
the day rate ranges between DM 180
and DM 200; formerly DM 15,000
were the estimated costs per hospital
bed whereas today we have to reckon
with DM 100,000 and more.

During the times of the pavilion
system the hospitals were first sub-
divided into specialized departments,
The n3W hydrotherapeutical and
mechanotherapeutical methods led to
the installation of balneological cen-
tres. The discovery of X-rays in 1895
led to the installation of modest
X-ray rooms and later of sophistic-
ated X-ray departments.

In 1907 the pediatric hospital in
in Dusseldorf, for example, was con-
sidered exemplary. The infants room
was subdivided into individual units
by means of glass walls. A cowshed,
under the supervision of the hospital
director, ensured that the children
received high-quality milk. The chi-
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Idren suffering from tuberculosis or
rickets were able to take sunbaths
on the terraces. In other hospitals
special buildings were provided for
the various infectious diseases like
scarlet fever, measles, diphtheria,
whooping cough, etc. so that it was
possible to completely isolate the pa-
tients. Special pediatric hospitals
were established on the North Sea to
make use of thalassotherapy. This
indicates that therapeutical conside-
rations had been put above ideological
or architectural considerations when
building hospitals. Immaculate cle-
anliness, light and spacious rooms
and a cheerful and soothing environ-
ment became the characteristics of
hospital architecture at that time.

Early in this century it became
clear that the pavilion system was
untenable. Too long distances to be
covered by the nurses, doctors and
kitchen staff and some central units
like the X-ray or balneoloqical depart·
ment were difficult to reach from
the pavilions. Therefore the "com-
pact" hospital was reintroduced. This
type of hospital in the form of high-
rises in which all medical and supply
services are concentrated under one
roof is now being built in all parts of
the world. Unfortunately in many
cases the architects have not suffic-
iently taken into account the psycho-
logical condition of the patients, who
may be shocked when entering these
"health factories," feeling lost in an
anonymous mass and neglected as
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individuals. In recent years the prob-
lem of the optimal size of hospitals
has again been widely discussed in
Germany. Experts are now of the
opinion that large hospitals such as
he famous "Kt intkum" in Berlin-
Steqlit z' which is attached to the
Free University, are no longer recom-
mendable because of the negative
effects on the psychological condition
of the patients; from the viewpoint
of administration the ideal hospital
should have approximately 600 beds.
Importance is again attached to
colours in the hospital and to green
spaces and parks around it. No con-
sensus has been reached so far among
experts on the problem of whether to
locate the hospitals in the city, near

the homes of the relatives of the
patients, or out of town in more
healthy surroundings.

As a consequence of the develo-
pment; described above, the hospital
system is relatively differentiated
today in the Federal Republic of
Germany. In addition to the 1,360
public hospitals, which in most cases
are run by the cities and towns (only
the university hospitals are run by
the respective Land; the large Psy-
chiatric institutions are administered
by special corporations under public
law), there are 1,277 non-profit-
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making hospitals usually supported
by th s churches. 997 private hospitals
and 205 so-called foundation hospi-
tals. There is thus no uniform type
of hospital and no uniform method of
financing and administration. On
the other hand. we are certainly
proud of our historical development
and do not wish to destroy this tra
dition. The non-public hospitals
also require state subsidies. and in
this context a new era has been ini
tiated by the Hospital Financing Act
which became effective recently.
Under this Act hospitals will receive
subsidies only if they fulfil certain
conditions. This is considered by
the one side as a dictatorship of the
state and by the other as necessary
regulatory mechanism preventing
certain abuses in financing and hos-
pitalization policy. These issues are
being discussed vehemently in the
Federal Republic at present. It is
regrettable that the opinion of the
patient, the person who is most aff-
ected, is not heard. This has given
rise to a popular movement demand-
ing that present-day hospitals again
place more emphasis on human rela-
tions and personal contacts between
doctors, nurses technical staff, and
patients. As an expert of medical
history familiar with hospital develo-
pment over the centuries, I am defi
nitely in support of these efforts.
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